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ABSTRACT

Natural protective materials offer unparalleled solutions for impact-resistant material designs that are simultaneously lightweight, strong, and tough. Particularly, the dactyl club of mantis shrimp features chitin nanofibrils organized in a Bouligand structure, which has been shown to effectively dissipate the high impact energy during powerful strikes. The mollusk shells also achieve excellent mechanical strength, toughness, and impact resistance with a staggered, layer-by-layer structure. Previous studies have shown that hybrid designs, by combining different bioinspired microstructures, can lead to enhanced mechanical strength and energy dissipation capabilities. Nevertheless, it remains unknown whether combining Bouligand and staggered structures in nanofibrillar cellulose (NFC) films, forming a discontinuous fibrous Bouligand (DFB) architecture, can achieve enhanced impact resistance under localized ballistic impact.

Additionally, the failure mechanisms under such dynamic loading conditions have been minimally understood. In this thesis, I present a comprehensive study on investigate the dynamic failure mechanisms and quantify the impact resistance of NFC thin films with DFB architecture by leveraging previously developed coarse-grained models and explicit projectile impact molecular dynamics simulations. The results show that when nanofibrils achieve a critical length with the DFB architecture, the impact resistance of NFC films outperforms the counterpart films with continuous fibrils by comparing their specific ballistic limit velocities and penetration energies. I also look into the underlying mechanisms contributing to this improvement in impact resistance, which include
enhanced fibril sliding initiated at the discontinuous sites, intralayer and interlayer crack bridging, and crack twisting mechanism in the thickness direction enabled by the DFB architecture. Overall, the results in this thesis show that by combining Bouligand and staggered structures in NFC films, their potential for protective applications can be further improved. The findings presented in this thesis can provide practical guidelines for the design of protective films made of nanofibrils.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION TO CELLULOSE NANOCRYSTALS

Cellulose, one of the most abundant biopolymers on Earth, which embodies roughly 50% of all dry mass plant structural material as well as found in organisms including bacteria, algae, and tunicates [1-7]. It is the primary structural component of plant cell walls and serves as a vital source of renewable and sustainable materials. As the need for safe, renewable, and biodegradable materials urgently increases, cellulose materials and nanocomposites have exploded in research prevalence as we try to solve some of the biggest issues facing our world today, including resource consumption, health, and environmental impact. Cellulose has drawn the attention of so many in research, not only because of the promising renewability and biodegradability factors but also because of the seemingly inexhaustible resource that can be found all over the world [8-10]. Figure 1 shows the hierarchal structure of cellulose found in nature, particularly in wood from trees. Specifically, cellulose is composed of a linear chain with repeat units of two anhydroglucose rings. Rich hydrogen bonds between adjacent cellulose chains promote parallel packing of cellulose chains into sheets (Figure 1(a)), which are further stacked together by van der Waals forces into elementary fibrils, also known as nanofibrilated/nanofibrillar cellulose (NFC) or cellulose nanofibers/nanofibrils (CNFs). NFCs are constituted of ordered crystalline regions along with disordered (paracrystalline and amorphous) regions and the nanoscale crystalline regions are termed as cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs). At the even larger hierarchical scales, NFCs aggregate and order
themselves across multiple length scales to support structural stability and strength to trees (Figure 1(b)).

**FIGURE 1: Hierarchical structure of CNCs in wood/trees.** (a) Schematic illustrating the formation of CNCs from repeat units. Multiple cellulose repeat units are linked together by covalent bonds and intra-chain hydrogen bonding into cellulose chains. These cellulose chains form sheets by extensive inter-chain hydrogen bonding. CNCs are stabilized into multiple cellulose sheets via van der Waals forces. (b) Hierarchical structure of cellulose in trees. Cellulose fibrils consist of CNCs embedded in amorphous cellulose domains. These fibrils aggregate and order themselves across different length scales to wood cell walls to offer structural stability and strength to trees. Adapted from Sinko et al. *MRS Bulletin* 2015 [2].

The nanoscale cellulose materials exhibit exceptional properties such as high aspect ratio, self-assembly capability, tunable surface chemistry, and biocompatibility. Such cellulose nanomaterials can be extracted using different methods from woody materials and show great promise in enhancing mechanical properties of composites/nanocomposites as reinforcements while being more environmentally friendly. This introductory chapter
delves into the history and applications of cellulose nanomaterials with a focus on CNCs, shedding light on their emergence as a cutting-edge material with a vast range of uses.

1.1 Historical Perspective

First discovered in 1838 by Payen [11], Cellulose, a linear biopolymer composed of repeating anhydroglucose units \((\text{C}_6\text{H}_{12}\text{O}_5)_n\) where \(n\) can range from a few hundred for wood pulp to tens of thousands based on source material) connected by a large fraction of \(1\beta\) crystal structure (68-94%), 4-glycosidic bonds, is a complex, hierarchical material. Its inherent strength, abundance, and biodegradability made it an ideal candidate for novel applications. Early research focused on breaking down cellulose into nanoscale dimensions, giving birth to CNCs. The history of CNCs can be traced back to 1947 when scientists began to recognize the unique properties of cellulose at the nanoscale [12]. These particles have also been named nanocrystalline cellulose, cellulose whiskers, cellulose nano-whiskers, and cellulose microcrystals according to the early literature. CNCs are rod-shaped (whisker-shaped) particles that are remaining after acid-hydrolysis of most cellulose particle types. These nanocrystals have a crystalline core with dimensions on the order of several nanometers, making them unique and promising materials. CNC’s with their high aspect ratio with 100% cellulose and have a high natural crystallinity (on the order of 54-88%) [13].

1.2 Extraction and Properties

Cellulose has a natural tendency to have regions of high crystalized structure as well as amorphous structures. CNCs are typically extracted from cellulose-rich sources, such as wood pulp, cotton, or agricultural residues, through a combination of mechanical,
chemical, or enzymatic processes. The most common extraction method for CNCs involves acid hydrolysis of general cellulose concentrated sulfuric acid which gives to rise to the highly crystalized rod-shaped nanofibers [14]. The resulting nanocrystals possess exceptional properties, including high mechanical strength, low density, and exceptional thermal and optical characteristics. There has been a wide range of cellulose sources that can be utilized to isolate the nanocrystals such as wood pulp, cotton, ramie, rice, microcrystalline cellulose (MCC), bacterial cellulose and more [15-26]. Their colloidal nature and high surface area have also made them attractive for a wide range of applications, spanning various industries. Figure 2 below, shows how CNCs can be manufactured. In (A), there is an extracted cellulose region that has crystalline and amorphous regions, then through sulfuric acid hydrolysis the amorphous region can be dissolved out leaving the crystalline regions which are known as CNCs. In (B), we can see TEM micrographs of CNCs after the amorphous region is dissolved out of various cellulose sources.

The schematic of potential manufacturing processes to create cellulose nanocrystals shows the relative ease and wide sources that can be utilized. This process has significant potential to be scaled to high volume manufacturing to address the material shortages that have been seen since the pandemic [27], and shows how conditions within the solvent can affect the hierarchal structure and properties of the CNCs.
FIGURE 2: Schematic of idealized cellulose nanofibers. (A) Shows one of the suggested configurations of the crystalline and amorphous regions, and CNCs after sulfuric acid hydrolysis of the disordered regions, exhibiting the characteristic sulfate half ester surface groups formed as a side reaction. (B) TEM micrographs of dispersion of CNCs derived from different sources: (b1) microcrystalline cellulose (Avicel), (b2) tunicate,(23) (b3) green algae (Cladophora sp.).(18) and (b4) ramie. Reprinted from Domingues et al. Biomacromolecules 2014 [14].

CNCs have garner significant attention in the advancement of material science due their miniscule dimensionality (2-50 nm width by 100-2000 nm length) [28] conversely compared to their excellent material properties when axial loaded the longitudinal modulus can range from 110 to 220 GPa and tensile load baring between 7.7-7.9 GPa [1, 29]. Similar to CNCs, NFC, the elementary fibrils in the wood and plant biosynthesis process that consists of 36 cellulose chains, has also been utilized to help gain valuable knowledge about nanocellulose since they are both nanoscale cellulose fibers that have proven reinforcement effects in polymer nanocomposites [6].
Particularly, NFC is a promising building block to replicate the Bouligand and brick-and-mortar structures found in biomaterials at nanometer length scale [30-36].

NFCs are generally more entangled long nanofibrils of cellulose in its structure compared to CNCs and has slightly different mechanical properties due to the presence of amorphous regions [37]. In this thesis, however, CNCs and NFCs are both considered long strand cellulose nanofibrils and we use them interchangeably with an emphasis for simulations conducted on NFCs.

1.3 Applications of CNCs/NFCs

Through chemical modification of CNCs or NFCs, a vast panoply of potential modifications can be unleashed which makes them ideal candidates as a reinforcement nanofiller material and opens the door to countless other applications [9, 38]. The versatility of such cellulose-based nanomaterials has led to their adoption in diverse applications, spanning from traditional industries to cutting-edge technologies. Some of the key domains where cellulose nanocrystals have found applications include:

**Materials Science and Engineering:**

- Reinforcement in polymer composites to enhance mechanical properties.
- Development of transparent and flexible films for electronic devices.
- Fabrication of biodegradable and sustainable packaging materials [39].

**Biomedicine:**

- Drug delivery systems with controlled release properties.
• Tissue engineering and regenerative medicine applications. Bio-implants with cellulose nanocrystals coatings have been utilized to limit the corrosion of the implant [40].

• Wound dressings and biocompatible coatings for medical devices.

**Environmental and Sustainability:**

• Water purification and filtration systems.

• Sustainable nanocellulose-based materials for construction.

• Biodegradable nanopapers and sustainable inks [41, 42].

**Energy and Electronics [43]:**

• Electrode materials for energy storage devices.

• Transparent conductive films for solar cells and touchscreens.

• Dielectric materials for electronic components.

**1.4 Future Perspectives**

The field of cellulose nanomaterials is rapidly evolving, and ongoing research continues to expand their applications and optimize their production methods. As research has shown the promise of NFCs materials, production of all-cellulose materials has begun as the next step to cultivate applications of them. Currently, solution casting techniques of suspended NFC use evaporation, vacuum filtration, and novel pressing, all of which have proven desirable and impressing adjustability of material properties such as density, porosity, and nanoscale structures [42, 44, 45]. One particular state-of-art technique in fabrication uses cold drawing (shear-based) film casting [46] leading to crazing of the uniform distribution of CNCs. As will be discussed more later, the purpose
of this research is to understand how defects or discontinuous Bouligand fibers will react to impact, and this manufacturing process will allow us to create these discontinuities within the film and eventually will be able to precisely control defect distributions in the material. This is a promising manufacturing technique for this specific research and material structure to advance material modulus and strength. Furthermore, it has been shown that biomimetic designed high-performance materials with brick-and-mortar structure induces a collegial enhancement of stiffness, strength, and work-to-fracture ratio of CNC nanopaper fiber alignment through wet-drawing [47]. These mechanical properties are what has made NFC such a large research topic due to the abilities and applications these material promise.

This thesis aims to explore the history and the latest research on Bouligand structured films consisting of CNCs/NFCs, providing an in-depth understanding of their potential in impact-resistant materials. In the following chapters, we will shed light on their role in shaping a more sustainable and materially advanced world by optimizing bio-inspired micro-architectures using NFCs.
CHAPTER TWO
INTRODUCTION TO BOULIGAND MICROSTRUCTURES

Architected materials from nature with excellent mechanical and protective properties inspire the development of impact-resistant and lightweight synthetic materials [48-51]. The Bouligand structure is commonly found in structural design in nature that involves uniaxially arranged fibers/fibrils in a helicoidal form, with each layer rotating at a certain pitch angle ($\gamma$) from adjacent layers as shown in Figure 3 below. This architecture can be widely found in fish scales, crustacean exoskeletons, bones, and many more natural materials, each with unique mechanical properties that cater to the specific functions necessary for the organism’s survival [50-52].

**FIGURE 3:** Show of morphological features and helicoidal structure of the stomatopod dactyl club. (A-E) A generalized stomatopod body plan and magnified view of impact region on club as well as different constituent dactyl (D) and porous (P) segments. (F) Charged contrast scanning electron micrograph of damaged coronal cross section. (G-H) Comparison between generalized 3D model of helicoidal and SEM fractography. Adapted from Weaver et al., Science 2012. [53]
There are four key principals for nature inspiration as defined by Wang et. al, they are as follows: Foundation, Nature Inspiration (self-assembly, hierarchy, function integration), Functionality Design, and Efficiency and Sustainability [54].

Foundation is the synergistic triangle between structure, functionality, and manufacturing. Structure can affect the functionality and manufacturing process; similarly, manufacturing process can alter the structure and functionality of the material. Then to finish this synergistic relationship, the desired functionality guides material selection (structure) and manufacturing process required. Natural inspiration is using well known natural system to help direct and facilitate the direction of material advancement. Many natural systems organize themselves into complex architectures without external stimuli, hierarchical organization gives rise to the advancement of functionality on multiple scales [55]. This key principal is essentially mimicking naturally occurring phenomena into our material development to give them these special abilities to achieve greater function integration[56]. Functionality design is understanding how the dynamic evolution over billions of years have created these sophisticated sensing mechanisms, responsive and optimized structures found in nature; which can then be effectively used to advance materials that are sensing, adaptive, and responsive [54]. The final key principle is efficiency and sustainability as nature has shown to be highly efficient. Learning from their efficiency, more sustainable and eco-friendly solutions can be developed resulting in a decreased environmental impact as we continue to advance.

Another important attribute that fascinates researchers is the millions of years of evolution that natural materials must go through to have survived. Through this
evolution, these novel materials have perfected their structure, property, and function as remarkable solutions to many of our current real-world problems; that we as a society have not been able to overcome without assistance from bio-inspired materials. Bio-inspired materials and systems are constantly in new development to be utilized to solve technical challenges in architecture, engineering, chemistry, biomedical, and material science [57, 58]. Nature-based nanomaterials possess intriguing properties including extraordinary mechanical performance, adaptive surfaces, and hierarchical assembly to be potentially employed for novel structural and functional macroscopic materials [59-61].

2.1 Bio-Inspired Studies

As previously discussed, billions of years of evolution has created novel solutions to untapped problems that are now being analyzed in a new field of bio-inspired studies. Bio-inspired materials have led to a wide range of new questions and research topics, none more puzzling than how a material can be tailored to achieve desired compromise between different functions. In the case of transient structured bio-inspired materials, continuous tissues must have a transition between mineralized skeletal elements (bone) and arthrodial membranes (tendon) which is of particular interest since the mechanical properties can drastically between structures.

To get such a wide range of material properties in a single material requires a high degree of freedom in structural and compositional organization; an example of this would be the tendon-to-bone interface. This tendon-to-bone interface is fascinating to try understanding the mechanisms within and how to model this phenomenon which has
been thoroughly researched with promising results [62-70]. The tendon-to-bone interface is one of many current bio-inspired studies, others include: virus-mimicking drug delivery [71], natural material toughening strategies to more sustainable structures [72], chameleon inspired cellular force imaging with photonic crystals [73], and even engineered living materials for more sustainable and resilient architecture [74].

From a study on the fish scales of *Arapaima gigas*, one of the largest freshwater fish in the world, it was found that the scale has an inner layer that consists of mineralized collagen fibrils in a Bouligand structure. It helps minimize penetration damage from predators through various toughening mechanisms, such as crack twisting and fibril bridging [49, 75, 76]. In addition, the material’s natural flexibility also assists in the energy redistribution of compressive stresses [50]. Similarly, the dactyl clubs of stomatopods, e.g., mantis shrimp, can withstand immense stress from strong impact strikes against their prey, most often protected by mollusk shells. The dactyl club is composed of mineralized chitin nanofibrils organized in a Bouligand structure. The fact that the dactyl club can easily crack the mollusk shells demonstrates the excellent impact resistance of the Bouligand structure.

Recently, the Bouligand structure has led to impact-resistant materials design concepts that show promising applications in automobiles and body armor [77-81]. On the other hand, during the survival war between predators and prey, the mollusk shells also evolve excellent mechanical and protective properties that simultaneously achieve high mechanical strength and toughness as well as impact resistance [82-88]. Particularly, the inner layer of the mollusk shell, known as nacre, composes of nano-sized mineral
platelets and a biopolymer matrix in a brick-and-mortar type of staggered arrangement. Nacre possesses excellent fracture toughness that is orders of magnitude tougher than the constituents and has been widely regarded as one of the best natural body armors due to its unique multiscale architectures [1, 30, 89-92].

It is generally understood that the hierarchical organization within the cuticle is based on the structural polysaccharide molecule chitin and its composite nature [93]. Recent studies have shown the classical hierarchy of the organic matrix is regularly varied in functional adaptability as well as structural arrangement and composition in individual levels [94-101]. The hierarchal nanostructure of different species and how they become organized in helical (Bouligand) stacks is shown in Figure 4 below.

**FIGURE 4:** Structural hierarchy of cuticle forming skeletal elements with different functions in different Crustacea species. (a) Organic matrix: N-acetylglucosamine molecules (I) form anti-parallel chains of α-chitin (II). Protein-coated chitin crystallites form nanofibrils (III) that can either form horizontal planes (V*) or assemble to chitin protein fibers (IV) arranged in horizontal planes. (V). Helicoidally stacked planes of nanofibrils or chitin-protein-fibers forming the twisted plywood structure (VI) constituting the procuticle. Together with the outermost epicuticle, the procuticle (VII) forms different skeletal elements (VIII). (b) The pore canal system pervades the procuticle in normal direction. Depending on species and function of the skeletal element, the canals can vary in numbers and have different shapes, sizes and structural
modifications. (c) Structural modifications of the mineral phase observed in different species and skeletal elements. Nanofibrils can be decorated with spherical particles (1) or enclosed by mineral tubes (2), which was also observed for larger chitin-protein fibers (3). In some cases, clusters of nanofibrils occur embedded in a solid mineral matrix (4). Reprinted from Fabritius et al., Bioinspir. Biomim. 2016. [102]

The encouraging results from bio-inspired material research has created revolutionary materials that are much more capable and configurable than current materials [31, 52, 54, 74, 85, 103-114]. As manufacturing has advanced so has the materials being produced and with the further development of bio-inspired materials the research conducted has become applicable to solving the problems we face today. While the advancement of bio-inspired materials continually grows, more research has been conducted on Bouligand architecture for enhancement in mechanical properties and concurrently developing manufacturing processes.

2.2 Bouligand Manufacturing Processes

Given the excellent performance of such biomaterials with unique structures, tremendous efforts have been devoted to fabricating biomimetic materials by replicating or resembling the unique structures of biomaterials. Previous efforts have applied different fabrication methods to resemble the Bouligand and other bioinspired structures [76, 115-119]. One of them 3D printed specimens with Bouligand structure, but they showed no improvements in critical failure energy and resisting crack initiation [118]. Another study prepared carbon fiber-reinforced epoxy specimens with a helicoidal layup similar to the Bouligand microstructure [119]. The plies in these specimens were manually cut and laid according to the layup specifications and then cured in an oven. Another common manufacturing process for this type of architecture similarly manually
laying prepreg fibers in a helical pattern with a predetermined pitch angle for each layer, however followed by vacuum sealing/pressing the material compactly, followed by a curing process determined by the fibers and matrix material [120].

As previously discussed, CNCs and NFCs have the tendency to formulate this helical structure and can be tuned by external conditions and treatments. Some important tunable parameters including optical properties [121], concentration [122], and pitch angle between layers.

**FIGURE 5: Chiral nematic structure of CNCs.** (a) helical twist of CNCs and (b) helical twist of CNCs layers along the cholesteric axis. Reprinted from Saffarianpour S, Food and Bioprocess Technology 2020. [36, 123, 124]

This self-assembly is a key characteristic of CNCs/NFCs that makes it advantageous for preparing bioinspired structural materials, which are promising for future structural and impact-resistant applications [106, 111, 125-129]. The $\gamma$ of these self-assembled Bouligand microstructures can be controlled by the conditions within the
water solvent used [128, 130]. This is important to note because $\gamma$ can be an important design variable for desired functions.

The manufacturing processes of 3D printing and manually laying up in the macroscopic scale to water treating in the microscopic scale show the extensive size capabilities of current manufacturing technologies to create the Bouligand architecture. However, these are labor intensive processes that require significant time and money to fabricate so advancements will need to be made to make this structure more readily available. This is particularly why the research conducted here and by others is crucial to show the viability and possibility of Bouligand architectures to increase the desire to develop more efficient and cost-effective processes for these complicated structures.

2.3 Experimental Studies on Bouligand Structured Films

Experimental transverse testing showed that specimens with lower interplay angles (pitch angles, $\gamma$) could sustain higher loadings with a 34% increase in peak loading for 19-ply laminates. Micro-CT scans further show transverse cracking and delamination along the helicoid climb forming a spiral pattern [119]. It is important to note that these aforementioned case studies resemble the Bouligand structure at the macroscopic scale. It shows the scalability of these structures for larger-scale real-world applications. However, it may not be able to leverage the enhanced performance by adopting such structures at similar length scale as those in natural materials and may lead to insufficient mechanical performance compared to natural materials.

In a study conducted by Mencattelli [131], they constructed novel a Herringbone-Bouligand CFRP to further enhance the impact resistance and delamination of classical
Bouligand microstructures. This tuning led to a 13% increase in total dissipated energy, 62% increase in dent diameter before critical failure and significant reduction in delamination area (71%) compared to the classical Bouligand structure we analyze here. This study and countless others show the promise of Bouligand structures integrated with CFRPs to create highly specialized materials that are stronger than current materials [92].

An interesting study was conducted by Yin et. al. that studies the difference between single Bouligand structures that are commonly observed and the rarer double twisted Bouligand structure that can be found in coelacanth fish [132, 133]. Yin observed through the model the critical role played by the extra inter-bundle fibrils found in coelacanth fish scales in enhancing the toughness of Bouligand-type structures with a significant increase in impact resistance. The study verifies these results with synthesis and fracture tests of 3-D printed Bouligand architected materials to support the modeling and understanding of the fracture mechanisms.

As mentioned in the last section, NFC is a particularly promising building block to replicate the Bouligand and brick-and-mortar structures found in biomaterials at nanometer length scale. In addition, NFC has excellent mechanical properties comparable to Kevlar and other nanofibrils [1, 30]. However, achieving the optimal design of such structures utilizing NFCs is a daunting experimental task as a very large number of design parameters can affect the final performance and carrying out experiments on such nanostructured films is very time and cost consuming. In this regard, computational modeling and simulations offer great advantage in much cheaper virtual design and testing, understanding the structure-property relationships, and understanding the
underlying fundamental mechanisms. Additionally, theoretical mechanics will offer great insights in deciphering such relationships and mechanisms.

In the next chapter, I will talk about recent efforts in modeling and simulations of CNCs and NFCs and Bouligand-structured films, with a focus on modeling efforts of the nanocellulose films with Bouligand structures. I will also briefly discuss theoretical mechanics models that can describe the vast inter-fibril mechanics that govern the overall mechanical properties of such films. At the end, I will point out the remaining knowledge gap on the optimal design of Bouligand-structured films made of NFCs, which serves as the motivation for this thesis research.
3.1 MD Simulations and Coarse-Grained Modeling

It thus becomes critical to understand the underlying mechanisms and come up with design principles for structural materials made of NFC with enhanced impact resistance and other mechanical properties. In this regard, computer simulations offer great promise and can save significant time and costs compared to experiments. Particularly, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are powerful tools to examine structural-property relationships and underlying deformation mechanisms of nanostructured material systems.

MD simulations model the movement of particles based on Newton’s Law of Motion, which gives rise to two basic elements: initial positioning of particles and the interactions of particles. All-atomistic (AA) systems follow the exact atomistic structure of the system and has simulated harmonic potential energy between bonds as a spring. Since we are modeling polymer systems, van der Waals interactions with pair-wise potentials will be used. Pair-wise potentials usually model both attractive and repulsive interactions and the potential form we use is known as 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential. With structure and force across the field known, we can obtain the forces exerted on each particle and through integration over time, impact trajectories of the particles can be determined. Through these simulations we can gain valuable information on system
properties and experiment various conditions to further analyze a material without the costly expenses of experimentation.

Furthermore, coarse-grained (CG) modeling techniques have grown in popularity due their ability to significantly increase the potential of computational simulations, while maintaining the accuracy of traditional modeling techniques. They achieve this by modeling a small group of atoms (as in the AA systems) as a single particle (for CG systems) and maps the complex system with reduced degrees of freedom [134-138]. Modeling has moved from AA simulations to CG due to the fact that they are prohibitively expensive to study large deformation at larger length scales and have longer simulation time requirements compared to CG modeling. By decreasing the degrees of freedom, CG models increase the length and time scales of simulations and provide an efficient approach to simulate and investigate systems properties and behaviors at mesoscale.

CG models have been utilized and continuously improved in countless studies. Specifically, several recent studies from Dr. Meng’s group have demonstrated that CG MD offers a great advantage than continuum-scale simulations and all-atomistic MD simulations [48, 139-145]. In bio-mimicry material advancement of mechanical properties, significant work has been conducted with promising results that show improved material properties and improved affinity between experimental and computational experiments that previously had discrepancies [146-151].
3.2 CG Model of NFC

The interfibrillar mechanics in CG models depend on the overlap length and their interactions. To properly capture these complex interactions, the shear lag model has been developed to depict the inter-fibril mechanics which is the foundation of the research [112, 152-154]. Mesoscopic features such as cellulose alignment, length, and orientation which has been shown to have extreme importance to mechanical properties, cannot be easily captures with single-scale atomistic approaches as shown in Figure 6 below. The prevalence of interfaces and the nanoscopic scale of CNCs/NFCs has further hindered continuum mechanical modeling of these systems.

Address these pitfalls in computational model, Qin et al. established a CG bead-spring model with a brick-and-mortar representation [144] that allows for the extension of simulation length and time scales. They conducted uniaxial tensile loading tests with varying lengths and interfacial energies to assess the mechanical performance that later resulted in models verified by experimental results. Because this model only utilized equilibrium conditions and strain energy conversation principles as determinate parameters for the CG model the atomistic interactions and mechanical property predictions were preserved. By using the strain energy conservation approach, they were able to capture the anisotropic mechanical properties of aligned CNC films consistently including Young’s modulus, strength, and failure properties. The model successfully bridged the gap between atomistic and continuum models of mesoscopic scales at significantly higher computational efficiency. This novel model was developed further in our research to include defects and how that effects mechanical strength as explained
later in Chapter 4-5. Similarly, we were able to capture how bio-inspired idealized brick-and-mortar structures are dependent on overlap length and interfacial energy commonly found in cellulose.

**FIGURE 6: Hierarchical modeling of CNC nanopaper.** (a) all-atomistic representation of CNC repeat units and the 36-chain cross-sectional structure of a CNC with (110) surface; (b) a representative CNC with highlighted and circled atoms making up 3 repeat-units on each chain, corresponding to a single CG bead in our model; (c) CG bead-spring mesoscale model for CNC; (d) CNC nanopaper structure showing the nacre-inspired layered structure (3D view), with highlighted single layer showing brick-and-mortar arrangements of CNCs with overlap length $L_0$ (top view). Reprinted from Qin et al., *Cellulose* 2017 [144].

### 3.3 Shear Lag Model for Inter-Fibril Mechanics

A shear lag model is formulated to predict the stresses in a unidirectional fiber reinforced composite. The model is based on assumptions consistent with the finite element method and the principle of virtual work by assuming that the matrix displacements can be interpolated from the fiber displacements. The fibers are treated as one-dimensional springs and the matrix is modeled as three-dimensional finite elements. The resulting finite element equations for the system are transformed into differential
equations by taking the discretization length to approach zero. The governing ordinary
differential equations are solved using Fourier transformations and an influence function
technique [155]. A statistical shear lag model is derived by extending the classical shear
lag model to account for the statistics of the constituents’ strength. A general solution
emerges from rigorous mathematical derivations, unifying the various empirical
formulations for the fundamental link length used in previous statistical models [156].

To extend the statistical shear lag model for evaluating the strengths of higher
order composites, the mechanical behavior of the unit cell was inputted to investigate
how the size a of macroscopic composite is related to its strength. The first step to adapt
the model, we must make the unit cell (when length $L \geq \bar{L}$) was simplified to an element
consisting of two sub-elements connected in series; where each element represents
filament rupture and the other represents filament-filament sliding (shown in Figure (7)
below). Consequently, a hierarchical composite comprised of $M \times N$ unit cells can be
simplified into the statistical model comprised of $M \times N$ elements. The cross-section of
the composite is modeled as a Daniels’ bundles of $M$ parallel unit cells aligned in the
lateral direction that are clamped at both ends [157].
Since we are along the axial direction, the composite is simplified into a chain of $N$ Daniels’ bundles connected in so that the composite has a total length defined by $L_{comp} = N \cdot L$. Furthermore, Daniels’ theory suggests that the strength of a bundle comprised of $M$ unit cells whose strength distribution is a Weibull probability function that exhibits a Gaussian distribution. Clearly, there is a size effect with respect to the strength of composites with different hierarchies as a function of the filament material, the unit cell, and the composite size.

The elastic solutions presented are the same as the well-known “shear-lag model”. Which shows a typical distribution of the shear stress and tensile stress along the overlapped length. The shear stress maximizes at both ends and decreases exponentially toward the center, but the efficiency of the shear transfer drops, as a major portion of the overlapped region does not carry much shear load. Since the shear transfer mechanism is the key to understanding the mechanical properties of composites, it is important to quantitatively evaluate shear transfer efficiency. Here the elastic strain energy density is used to assess the shear transfer efficiency. Therefore, to maximize the elastic strain
energy density, one has to maximize $f(\lambda L)$. Solving numerically suggests that $f(\lambda L)$ has a maximum at $\lambda L \approx 3.28$, i.e., when the overlap length equals [112]

$$L^* \approx 2.318 \sqrt{\frac{Eb h}{G}}$$

and

$$L^{**} = \frac{\sigma_f}{\tau_f} b$$

This characteristic overlap length, $L^*$, has the physical meaning at which the unit cell maximizes its elastic strain energy density (i.e., the shear transfer efficiency). The elastic solution discussed in the previous section provides a critical length that optimizes the total elastic strain energy density of a composite. It is worth noting that in the elastic region the length scale where the total elastic strain energy density is maximized differs from that at which the composite is optimized in strength. For a composite with a brittle interface (linear elastic shear behavior until failure), the elastic strain energy density of the material is still maximized at the characteristic length, $L^*$ [157].

Therefore, to optimize the composite performance in terms of both toughness and strength, the ductility of the interface material also plays an important role, as discussed in the context of the plastic solution. By tailoring the plastic properties of the interface material, the effective strength of the composite materials can be optimized in the second characteristic overlap length, $L^{**}$, which is usually larger than $L^*$. Naturally, as the properties of the interface material are tailored such that $L^{**}$ approaches $L^*$, the toughness and strength of the composite are simultaneously optimized. In the following, this hypothesis is verified by comparing the model’s predictions for the overlap lengths
of three typical natural materials and those experimentally observed to occur in nature. Those natural materials include nacre shells [158], collagen in tendon/bone [159], and spider silk [160].

These characteristic length predictions have been verified successfully through experiments in three well-known composites, with varying geometries that range from micrometer down to nanometer scale. The model serves as a guideline in designing novel composite materials. Furthermore, *in situ* shear experiments on pristine Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNTs) confirm the numerical model capability to describe load transfer between constituents. In the future, the shear experiment and numerical model introduced in this study can serve as valuable tools for designing high-performance carbon-based nanocomposites [112, 161]. Due to the success of these models and their simplification for our specific research purposes, this characteristic length was used in modeling the Bouligand nanocellulose microstructures.

### 3.4 Impact Resistance of nanocellulose films with Bouligand structures

One previous computational study, by building upon the CG model of NFC and understanding of the inter-fibril mechanics, provided insights into the dynamic failure mechanisms of a Bouligand-structured film made of continuous NFC. They found the impact resistance of such films strongly depended on $\gamma$, and a low $\gamma$ (18°-42°) resulted in improved impact performance due to greater nanofibril sliding, crack twisting, and impact stress, significantly outperforming other pitch angle and quasi-isotropic baseline structures [48]. They found new insights into the importance of uniform wave propagation with minimal CNC rupture have been shown to help maintain film integrity.
during impact. Furthermore, decreasing the interfacial adhesion energy of CNCs effectively enhances their impact resistance and energy absorption, and this effect is more pronounced for Bouligand microstructures with optimal pitch angles. They can enhance impact performance by readily admitting dissipative inter-fibril and inter-layer sliding events without severe fibril fragmentation.

**FIGURE 8**: Continuous Bouligand microstructure density, ballistic limit, and energy absorption simulation results. (a) Density profile versus pitch angle and (b) specific ballistic limit velocity ($V_{50}/\rho$) in black and specific penetration energy ($\Delta E_k/\rho$) in blue respectively. Reprinted from Qin et al, Nanoscale Advances 2019 [48].

This work helped to reveal structural and chemical factors that govern the optimal mechanical design of Bouligand microstructures made from high aspect ratio nanocrystals, paving the way for sustainable, impact resistant, and multi-functional films; however, there are still limitations and gaps in our understanding of the Bouligand microstructures.
3.3 Remaining Knowledge Gap

In the study discussed in the last section, the authors showed that greater fibril sliding could contribute to the higher impact resistance of Bouligand-structured film made of continuous NFC summarized in Figure 8. However, the possible sliding events are intrinsically limited by the continuous nature of nanofibrils that span the whole film. It is reasonable to hypothesize that using short/discontinuous nanofibrils can potentially promote the fibril sliding. The selection of short/discontinuous NFC is motivated by the fact that NFC from wood, bacterial and plant cellulose biosynthesis process generally have lengths in the range of 500-2000 nm [162, 163]. By further conserving the critical crack twisting mechanisms by judicious selection of discontinuous sites and \( \gamma \), the overall impact resistance of the CNC films can possibly be enhanced.

A recent study partially validates this hypothesis by applying a hybrid Bouligand and nacreous staggered structures, named discontinuous fibrous Bouligand (DFB) architecture, and examining the fracture energy of 3D-printed single-edge notched specimens. The study showed that this DFB architecture achieves enhanced fracture resistance due to the hybrid toughening mechanisms of crack twisting and crack bridging mode [49]. Remarkably, other previous studies demonstrated that cracking twisting and crack bridging may coexist during the fracture process of natural materials with Bouligand structures [164-169]. A few other studies have also shown that hybrid designs that combine different microstructures can break performance tradeoffs and improve fracture toughness [76, 115, 116].
However, whether such hybrid designs by combining Bouligand and staggered structures could lead to enhanced impact resistance under localized projectile impact remains unknown, and how to design nanocellulose films with NFCs as building blocks to achieve the optimal impact resistance is a daunting challenge as a larger number of design parameters can affect the final performance.

I aim to answer the question and address this challenge in this thesis by building upon previous studies on model development and simulations. In the next chapter, I will first introduce the computational models and methods used in this thesis.
CHAPTER FOUR

COMPUTATIONAL MODELS AND METHODS

In this chapter, I will discuss the computational model and methods to systematically investigate the dynamic failure mechanisms and quantify the impact resistance of NFC films that adopt a DFB architecture, i.e., staggered discontinuous NFC in each layer with a helicoidal layup, by leveraging CGMD simulations. By carrying out explicit projectile impact MD simulations and characterizing the ballistic limit velocity \( V_{50} \) and penetration energy \( \Delta E_k \), we examine the impact resistance of NFC films with DFB architecture depending on different geometric factors. We also characterize the deformation mechanisms that affect the impact resistance from simulation trajectories.

4.1 Overall Model Setup

Our model system is illustrated in Figure 9, where we highlight the simulation scheme, DFB architecture, and the CG model used for the NFC building block. As previously discussed, Bouligand-architecture films with continuous fibrils have been previously studied, and their mechanical properties under different loading conditions have been summarized [48, 144]. The difference between continuous NFC and discontinuous NFC is manifested at the red beads, where fibrils are disconnected by deleting the intra-fibril interactions (bond and angle interactions). The length \( L \) represents the whole length of the fibrils, and all the fibrils have constant \( L \) in each simulation case. We alter \( L \) for different cases and systematically study its effect on the impact resistance of the NFC films with DFB architecture. All the projectile impact simulations are carried
out using the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) [170]. The simulation trajectories are visualized by the Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) program [171].

LAMMPS provides more versatility in performing specific simulation techniques than other software which is why it is utilized in this study. Time steps in LAMMPS are used 1/10th the time of the fast period of relevant motion of the system, and with CG models it allows for an increase in time step.

**FIGURE 9:** Simulation schematic and structural design for NFC films with DFB architecture.
4.2 Bead-Spring Mesoscopic CG Model

The all-atom CNC structure has been mapped onto the multi-bead chains. The bead-spring mesoscopic CG model is the foundation of the simulations utilized in this research and have been verified through previous experimental results. In Figure 9 above, the DFB architecture is structured through-thickness in this Bouligand orientation and through the simulations it was determined the best pitch angle between each ply of the film. Further analyzing the bead formation utilizing the shear-lag between beads of each fibril. In these simulations, the “defects” are modeled through non-interacting intra-fibril bonded beads. Previous studies conducted, utilized continuous intra-fibril bonded beads which is the primary difference between that study and the study conducted here [48].

The model system builds upon the previously established bead-spring mesoscopic CG model of NFC [144]. Within this model, each CG bead represents three repeat units of the 36-chain structured (110) surface of NFC. The diameter of each CG bead is 3.4 nm, making its cross-sectional area equal to that of the NFC. Those CG beads interact with each other through bonded and non-bonded interactions. The bonded interactions include harmonic bonds and harmonic angles whose potential functions are shown below:

\[ V_{bond} = k_b (b - b_0)^2 \text{ for } b < b_{cut} \]  
\[ V_{angle} = k_\theta (\theta - \theta_0)^2 \]

where \( k_b \) is twice the spring constant, \( b \) is the bond length, \( b_0 \) is the equilibrium bond length, \( k_\theta \) is twice the bending spring constant, \( \theta \) is the bending angle, and \( \theta_0 \) is the equilibrium bending angle which is set to 180°. For the bond potential, a cutoff \( b_{cut} = 3.27 \) nm is set as the failure criterion corresponding to a failure strain of 5% based
on prior MD studies [172]. The other values of bond potential parameters and angle potential parameters are determined through uniaxial tension and three-point bending tests on the AA model of NFC, respectively, according to the strain energy conservation approach. The values of those parameters can be found in Table 1. The non-bonded interaction is incorporated to account for the electrostatic and van der Waals effects. In this CG model, a Morse potential is employed to model the non-bonded interaction:

\[
V_{\text{nonbonded}} = D_0 \left[ e^{-2\alpha(r-r_0)} - 2e^{-\alpha(r-r_0)} \right]
\]

where \(D_0\) is the well depth, \(\alpha\) controls the width of the potential well, \(r\) is the distance between two beads, and \(r_0\) is the equilibrium distance. The values of the parameters in the Morse potential are determined by matching the interfacial properties between the CG and AA models and are presented in Table 1. Further, a cutoff distance \(r_{\text{cut}} = 6\) nm is set to consider only neighboring inter-fibril interactions and increase computational efficiency.

**Table 1.** The Parameter Values Used for the Bond, Angle, and Non-Bonded Potentials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(b_0)</td>
<td>31.14 Å</td>
<td>(k_b)</td>
<td>260 kcal \cdot mol^{-1} \cdot Å^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\theta_0)</td>
<td>180°</td>
<td>(k_\theta)</td>
<td>77000 kcal \cdot mol^{-1} \cdot rad^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r_0)</td>
<td>36 Å</td>
<td>(D_0)</td>
<td>240 kcal \cdot mol^{-1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\alpha)</td>
<td>0.3 Å^{-1}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Building upon the validated model of NFC, we construct representative NFC films using 11 layers (approximately 37 nm in thickness) of parallelly staggered NFC in
each layer with left-handed helicoidal structures that are typical of chitin-rich shells of crustaceans and self-assembled NFCs [31, 32, 51, 164]. Specifically, a rotational angle, $\gamma$, about the axis normal to the layer plane is assigned starting from the bottom-most layer. In this study, the following $\gamma$ are considered: 0°, 18°, 30°, 45°, 75°, and 90°. We note that the number of layers and selected $\gamma$ are consistent with our previous study on continuous NFC film [48]. Discontinuous NFCs are constructed from continuous fibrils spanning the whole length of each layer by deleting the bonded interactions between the beads at the discontinuous sites (Fig. 9). We note that actual discontinuous sites can be larger than that considered herein. However, we believe the impact resistance of NFC films is mainly governed by the overlap length of nanofibrils when the size of defects is much smaller compared to the length of nanofibrils and the size of the projectile. Therefore, we believe the results in this study are generalizable to films with potentially larger defect sizes. There may have multiple discontinuous sites over the span of the impact region depending on the lengths and specific configurations selected in this study, which are discussed later.

4.3 Discontinuity Configuration Setup

We have selected four configurations regarding the location and distribution of discontinuous sites while keeping a unified length ($L = 500 \text{ nm}$) for all nanofibrils. For the first three patterns (Figure 10 (a)-(c)), adjacent nanofibrils in each layer have a 50% overlap length, and thus, the distance between discontinuous sites ($L_0$), e.g., the overlap length, is half of the fibril length $L$. 
The first configuration is denoted as Offset since we shift the discontinuous lines away from the impact site by 50% of the $L_0$ for each layer. The top view (Figure 10 (a)) shows the discontinuous lines are offsite from the center of the film. We note that we further alter $L$ using the Offset configuration and study the influence of $L$ in the later part of this paper. The second configuration is denoted as Middle (Figure 10 (b)) as one line of discontinuous sites in each layer crosses the center of the impact zone. From the top view of the $\gamma = 0^\circ$ case, we can clearly see the discontinuous sites lying in the middle. For the third configuration, named Random Through-Thickness (TT) (Figure 10 (c)), we shift the discontinuous sites for each layer collectively in-plane with a random distance between 0 and 50% of the $L_0$ based upon the Middle configuration. We note that the adjacent nanofibrils in each layer still have a 50% overlap length. This 50% overlap pattern can be seen from the top view of a specific layer in Figure 10(c). In the last configuration, Random In-Plane (IP) (Figure 10(d)), we further introduce randomness for overlapping lengths between adjacent fibrils in-plane. In this case, the smallest overlap length governs the mechanical strength along the fibril direction for each layer [91].

Even though the four selected configurations cannot represent all possible configurations for NFC films, we believe such selections can help us to understand the effects of the location and distribution of discontinuous sites on the ballistic impact resistance of NFC films in this study.
FIGURE 10: Different configurations considered in this study. (a) Top view of the Offset configuration film ($\gamma = 30^\circ, L = 750$ nm), (b) top view of Middle configuration film ($\gamma = 0^\circ, L = 500$ nm), (c) top view of the top layer and side view of the film for the Random TT configuration ($\gamma = 0^\circ, L = 500$ nm), (d) top view of the top layer and side view of the film for the Random IP configuration ($\gamma = 0^\circ, L = 500$ nm). The blue and red dots represent fibril ends or discontinuous sites.

4.4 Detailed Simulation Procedures

We define an impact region of the NFC film that has a diameter of 1,000 nm. We note that a fibril length of 2,000 nm in the Offset configuration is identical to a continuous nanofibril case as the discontinuous sites will be all outside of the impact
region. An explicit projectile is also fixed 10 nm above the geometric center of the impact region of the NFC film to avoid possible interactions. The projectile is in a spherical shape with a diameter of 160 nm and consists of CG beads that are arranged in a cubic diamond pattern. The density of the projectile is 3.53 \(g/cm^3\). The interactions between the projectile beads and the NFC beads are modeled by a 12-6 Lennard Jones (LJ) potential [145]:

\[
V_{LJ}(r) = 4 \varepsilon_{LJ} \left( \left( \frac{\sigma_{LJ}}{r} \right)^{12} - \left( \frac{\sigma_{LJ}}{r} \right)^6 \right)
\]

where \(r\) is the distance between a projectile bead and a Bouligand bead. The two parameters, \(\varepsilon_{LJ}\) and \(\sigma_{LJ}\), are chosen to be 20 kcal/mol and 4 nm, respectively. Our previous study shows that the value of \(\varepsilon_{LJ}\) has a negligible influence on the ballistic impact response of the Bouligand structure, but a high value may bring more noise to the force responses at high impact velocities [143]. Such settings are consistent with our previous study on continuous NFC films [1].

During the impact process, the NFC beads outside of the impact region are fixed, resembling the clamping boundary condition in previous experiments [173]. The NVE (microcanonical) ensemble is adopted during the impact process. The projectile is set rigid as there is no obvious deformation of the projectile during such micro-ballistic impact tests [89]. An initial velocity perpendicular to the film is given to the projectile to initiate the impact process. In determining the \(V_{50}\) of the different NFC films, a series of initial velocities are assigned to the projectile in the trial tests, and we look for the lowest velocity to fully penetrate the film, which is our selection of \(V_{50}\). To calculate \(\Delta E_k\), we
use impact velocities that are higher than $V_{50}$ of the films. Specifically, we have used three velocities, 400 m/s, 500 m/s, and 1000 m/s, to measure $\Delta E_k$. For the purposes of measuring $V_{50}$ and $\Delta E_k$ with higher reliability, multiple simulations have been run for each case, and we take the average value to report/plot and include the standard deviations as error bars.
CHAPTER FIVE
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we first study the effect of different configurations and identify a more representative configuration (Offset) for detailed examinations of the deformation mechanisms. We then highlight a few cases that show enhancement in impact resistance over the continuous fibril case. Next, we analyze the effects of pitch angle ($\gamma$), fibril lengths ($L$), and other factors on the dynamic deformation mechanisms of NFC films under projectile impact and discuss their roles in altering the failure mechanisms and impact resistance. Our previous study has shown that NFC films with different $\gamma$ show non-negligible differences in film density ($\rho$) [48]. Therefore, we use the specific ballistic limit velocity ($V_{50}/\rho$) and penetration energy ($\Delta E_k/\rho$) to assess the impact resistance of different NFC films.

5.1 Effect of Different Configurations on Impact Resistance and the Role of Impact Velocities.

Projectile impact simulations were first conducted on all four configurations as they provide a wider scope of impact failure mechanisms to study within the NFC films. By comparing their performance in terms of $V_{50}/\rho$ and $\Delta E_k/\rho$, we aim to determine a suitable initial impact velocity for assessing $\Delta E_k/\rho$ of different films and look into the influence of specific configurations on the films’ impact resistance.
FIGURE 11: Summary results for different defect orientations. $V_{50}/\rho$ (a) and $\Delta E_k/\rho$ of NFC films with different DFB configurations and constant $L = 500 \text{ nm}$ at initial impact velocity of 400 m/s (b), 500 m/s (c), and 1000 m/s (d). The error bars mark the standard deviations from five simulation runs.

Figure 11 compares the impact resistance of NFC films with different configurations and constant $L = 500 \text{ nm}$. Figure 11 (a) plot of $V_{50}/\rho$ results and Figure 11 (b)-(d) show $\Delta E_k/\rho$ results at three different initial impact velocities for all different configuration cases considered herein. We find that $V_{50}/\rho$ results (Figure 11(a)) exhibit similar trend to $\Delta E_k/\rho$ at impact velocity of 400 m/s (Figure 11(b)). We also find that the energy absorption level of the films cannot be discriminated against under an impact.
velocity of 1000 m/s (Figure 11(d)). Under high-velocity projectile impacts, films primarily absorb energy through local tearing around the projectile rim and fragmentation within the projected volume, while energy absorbed through other failure mechanisms is negligible. This phenomenon happens when the films are not able to delocalize the high stress at the impact site to a larger deformation zone before local penetration [142]. By considering $V_{50}/\rho$ as an intrinsic impact resistance characteristic, our results show that $\Delta E_k/\rho$ at lower initial impact velocity reflects the intrinsic impact resistance of NFC films. This observation is consistent with our previous study on 2D materials and polymer thin films [142]. Therefore, we select the initial impact velocity of 400 m/s to compare $\Delta E_k/\rho$ of NFC films with different structures in the rest of this study.

Then, we investigate how different configurations affect discontinuous films’ impact resistance. Figure 11 (a) and (b) show that the Offset configuration films have the highest $V_{50}/\rho$ and $\Delta E_k/\rho$ than other films at a large range of pitch angles considered herein, and films with the Middle configuration having the worst performance in terms of $V_{50}/\rho$ and $\Delta E_k/\rho$. These results indicate that the Offset configuration can lead to enhanced impact resistance in general. Intriguingly, films with Random TT and Random IP configurations are superior at lower pitch angles like $0^\circ$ and $18^\circ$. By examining the simulation trajectories, we find that Random TT and Random IP films uniquely utilize fibril breaking near the edge of the film to absorb energy, as shown in Figure 12 (a) and (b). Additionally, the Random TT film shows crack bridging mechanisms in the through-thickness direction as the discontinuous sites are randomly shifted among different layers. Furthermore, it is expected that more fibril sliding events can occur in the Random IP
film at small pitch angles as the smaller overlap length can lead to smaller energy barriers of fibril sliding. We should also note that the superior performance of Random IP and TT configurations compared to the Offset at lower pitch angles may also be due to the specific $L$ used herein, when the fibril sliding and crack bridging mechanisms aforementioned contribute significantly to the intrinsic impact resistance. With a different $L$, their contribution likely changes, and the effect of configurations on impact resistance can be altered as well.

Because the Offset configuration outperforms other configurations in a broader range of $\gamma$ and has a more deterministic fibril overlap length and structural pattern, we focus on the Offset configuration in the next section. Specifically, we conduct a thorough investigation into the effects of $L$ and $\gamma$ and expand the discussions on the roles of different failure mechanisms in the subsequent sections.

**FIGURE 12: Top view of failure mechanisms.** Top view of films with (a) Random TT and (b) Random IP configurations with $\gamma = 0^\circ$ and $L = 500$ nm. The insets highlight the failure mechanisms – edge cracking, through-thickness crack bridging, and fibril sliding – present in these two configurations.
5.2 Impact Resistance of NFC Films with Offset Configuration.

We characterize and compare the impact resistance of NFC films with Offset configuration and varying $L$ in the range of 50-1750 nm. Specifically, we measure $V_{50}/\rho$ and $\Delta E_k/\rho$ at 400 m/s of different films and investigate the detailed failure mechanisms during the impact process. To compare the impact resistance of NFC films with DFB architecture and those with continuous nanofibrils, i.e., consisting of Bouligand architecture only (from our previous study [48]), we can examine whether the DFB architecture with hybrid Bouligand and staggered structures has an advantage over Bouligand architecture only.

![Summary results for different pitch orientations and fiber lengths.](image)

**FIGURE 13:** Summary results for different pitch orientations and fiber lengths. The absolute (a) and normalized (b) $V_{50}/\rho$ values of the NFC films with DFB architecture. The absolute (c) and normalized (d) $\Delta E_k/\rho$ values of the NFC films with DFB architecture at an initial impact velocity of 400 m/s. The error bars mark the standard deviations from five simulation runs.
The explicit values and trends of $V_{50}/\rho$ and $\Delta E_k/\rho$ for NFC films with DFB architecture with different $L$ (x-axis) and $\gamma$ (different colors in the legend) are shown in Figure 13 (a) and (c). In Figure 13 (b) and (d), we further plot the normalized $V_{50}/\rho$ and $\Delta E_k/\rho$ values, where the values in Figure 13 (a) and (c) are scaled by the corresponding values of continuous NFC films that have been obtained in our previous study [48]. Thus, a normalized value larger than 1.0 indicates better performance in impact resistance. It is worth noting that for the shortest $L = 50$ nm (i.e., $L_0 = 25$ nm) used in this study, the overall impact resistance of NFC films with DFB architecture still achieves 50%~80% of that of continuous NFC films. Our previous study showed that with $L_0 = 25$ nm, unidirectional NFC nanopaper can achieve approximately 50% of the stiffness and strength of the continuous counterparts [49]. We note that additional factors, such as Bouligand structures in the thickness direction and offset configurations, can also contribute to the overall impact resistance of NFC films made of relatively short nanofibrils. This observation further demonstrates the effectiveness of DFB architecture in achieving excellent impact resistance despite using relatively short nanofibrils.

Interestingly, most NFC films with DFB architecture and pitch angles ranging from 18° to 72° and $L$ larger than 750 nm show improved impact resistance than continuous NFC films. Despite less than 10% enhancement, the results here are remarkable as we demonstrate discontinuous nanofibril assemblies can achieve greater impact resistance against localized, high-speed projectile impact than continuous fibril assemblies. This is counterintuitive as continuous (long) fibrils normally possess superior mechanical properties than discontinuous (short) fibril assemblies. Previous studies show
that discontinuous nanofibril/platelet assemblies can approach the mechanical strength and toughness of the continuous nanofibril/platelet assemblies as the length of nanofibril/platelet increases [144, 174]. Nevertheless, our study further demonstrates that by using discontinuous nanofibrils and adopting a DFB architecture, we can improve the impact resistance of NFC films compared to films made of continuous nanofibrils. Next, we look into the underlying mechanisms that explain the improved impact resistance.

5.2.1 Mechanisms That Lead to the Improved Impact Resistance of NFC Film with DFB Architecture.

When films undergo projectile impact, the presence of discontinuous sites allows the initiation of local cracks due to local high stress concentrations and fibril sliding starting at the discontinuous sites. Additionally, we have observed several toughening mechanisms, such as crack bridging and crack twisting, during the projectile penetration process in NFC films due to the hybrid design of Bouligand and staggered structures, as illustrated in Figure 13. We believe these toughening mechanisms contribute to the improved impact resistance of NFC films with DFB architecture compared to films with continuous fibrils. Previous studies showed that crack twisting and crack bridging were the two main toughening mechanisms, and the inclusion of discontinuous sites essentially increases the possibility for these failure mechanisms to occur [49, 166, 167]. It is important to note that these failure mechanisms are strongly correlated with each other, and some of them can happen simultaneously.
More specifically, intralayer fibril sliding can initiate at discontinuous sites that are away from the impact site due to the development of the impact-propagation zone [142]. Such sliding events can help dissipate impact energy through inter-fibril frictions. Fibril sliding events may lead to intralayer crack opening within NFC films, which
usually involve the crack bridging mechanism resulting from the staggered nanofibrils (Figure 14 (d)). We note crack bridging mechanism promotes impact resistance of the films by dissipating additional impact energy when cracks propagate [140, 175]. In addition, crack bridging mechanisms also exist in interlayer deformation. As shown in Figure 14 (d), when the cracks propagate in the top layer as fibrils sliding, the fibrils in the layer below also function as bridges to decelerate the crack opening while dissipating energy. Moreover, interlayer fibril sliding and intralayer fibril sliding may compete with each other to occur, where the outcome is also influenced by the geometric factors of the films (i.e., \( L \) and \( \gamma \)), as discussed later. Previous studies have similarly shown that crack bridging mechanism alleviate stress from crack tips which allows stable growth of cracks instead of immediate propagation in an unstable (often catastrophic) fashion [54][56].

Crack twisting is another failure mechanism observed in a large portion of NFC films during projectile penetrations. Previous studies indicate that crack twisting is generated by small pitch angles between adjacent layers that direct cracks to propagate along longer paths and thus enhance the impact resistance of Bouligand architectures [108, 140, 176]. The twisted cracks follow the fibril orientations in Bouligand architectures. In the NFC films with DFB architecture, we find that the introduction of discontinuous sites that are interconnected but along different orientations because of pitch angles that have the potential to further increase the twisted crack paths. Figure 14 (b) demonstrates that as fibrils slide in the top layer, which results in the in-plane crack, the fibrils in the adjacent layer also start to slide following the orientation of discontinuous sites and lead to a crack opening in that layer. Then, the crack opens in the
next layer by following the same pattern so on and so forth, which creates a twisted crack with elongated crack paths, as illustrated in Figure 14(c). In summary, we find that in the NFC films with DFB architecture, fibril sliding across different layers triggers a combination of crack bridging and twisting mechanisms, which enable enhanced energy dissipation. Based on the findings here, we hypothesize that the enhancement in impact resistance by adopting DFB architecture can be potentially increased when the system size becomes even larger and additional hierarchies are introduced to the NFC films. We plan to test this hypothesis in our future study.

5.2.2 Effect of Fibril Lengths.

In this section, we discuss the effect of fibril lengths \(L\) on the energy dissipation of the NFC films with DFB architecture. According to Figure 13 (b) and (d), at most pitch angles, both \(V_{50}/\rho\) and \(\Delta E_k/\rho\) at 400 m/s increase drastically as \(L\) increases from 50 nm to 750 nm and then saturate for longer fibril cases. The normalized \(V_{50}/\rho\) and \(\Delta E_k/\rho\) follow a similar trend, and certain \(\gamma\) lead to better performance than the corresponding films with continuous fibrils, as discussed in previous sections. In this section, we mainly discuss the reasons that contribute to improved impact resistance as \(L\) increases initially.
FIGURE 15: Bottom views of NFC films with Offset DFB configuration under an initial impact velocity of 400 m/s. In (b)-(d), the deformations away from the impact site are highlighted in the insets. The $\gamma$ and $L$ are specified for each film.

The stress distribution of a film under ballistic projectile impact was previously experimentally studied [177], and these experiments show that as a projectile makes initial contact with the film, the stress exerted on the impact site is the greatest. The magnitude of stress decreases radially towards the edge of the film. When $L$ is small (i.e., below 200 nm), the impact site consists of high-density discontinuous sites, and thus it easily falls apart, and the impact resistance is significantly lower. Shown in Figure 15 (a)-(d), the number of discontinuous sites within the developed impact propagation zone during impact decreases as $L$ increases from 50 nm to 750 nm and then completely disappears with a further increase of $L$. This likely explains the saturation of $V_{50}/\rho$ and $\Delta E_k/\rho$ beyond $L = 750$ nm. We thus term $L = 750$ nm as the critical $L$ in terms of impact resistance in our study case. From the simulation trajectory, we also find that
more significant fibril sliding away from the impact site can be observed as $L$ becomes larger than 250 nm. Also, the fibrils tend to slide for longer distances in films with larger $L$. Moreover, films with larger $L$ lead to longer twisted crack paths, which further enhances energy dissipation capability. In summary, NFC films with shorter fibrils (relative to the size of the projectile) mainly exhibit local deformation and penetration under the projectile impact, and the energy dissipation capability is limited. However, when the fibrils become significantly longer compared to the impact propagation zone, the NFC films can activate additional failure mechanisms such as fibril sliding, crack twisting, and crack bridging to enhance the energy dissipation capability.

5.2.3 Effect of Pitch Angles.

In this section, we discuss the effect of pitch angle ($\gamma$) on energy dissipation of the NFC films with DFB architecture. We focus on the films with $L$ that exceed the critical $L$ as the $V_{50}/\rho$ and $\Delta E_k/\rho$ results saturate for larger $L$ and show low standard deviations. We note that for these cases, the defects are away from the impact site and are scattered in terms of both intralayer and interlayer for non-$0^\circ$ $\gamma$ cases. Figure 13 shows that $\gamma$ plays a key role in the energy dissipation of the films, but unlike the effect of $L$, there is not a clear trend for impact resistance of the films with increasing $\gamma$. This finding is nontrivial as it cannot be simply explained by the concentration of defects and their proximity to the impact site. Specifically, films with $\gamma$ ranging from $18^\circ$ to $72^\circ$ exhibit consistently higher $V_{50}/\rho$ and $\Delta E_k/\rho$. Among these, the film with $\gamma = 30^\circ$ shows the greatest $V_{50}/\rho$ and $\Delta E_k/\rho$, while the films with $0^\circ$ pitch angle have the worst impact resistance. We note that our previous study with continuous fibrils showed similar results [52, 175]. Also, the
normalized $V_{50}/\rho$ and $\Delta E_k/\rho$ at 400 m/s exceed 1.0 for films with $\gamma$ ranging from 18° to 72° and $L$ exceeding the critical $L$, as discussed previously. From our results, 30° is found to be the optimal $\gamma$ for NFC films with DFB architecture. It is worth mentioning that when DFB architecture is subjected to different loadings, the optimal $\gamma$ may vary [49, 178, 179].

We think it is also important to understand why NFC films with $\gamma = 0°$ and 90° exhibit lower energy dissipation and fail to outperform their continuous film counterparts. For $\gamma = 0°$, the Offset configurations give rise to aggregated discontinuous sites through the thickness. Therefore, the discontinuous sites function as major defects in the films and lead to little resisted crack opening through the thickness, as illustrated in Figure 16 (a). Therefore, NFC films with DFB architecture at $\gamma = 0°$ show poor impact resistance. Our results indicate that it might be a good design strategy to disperse fibril ends or defects within films instead of making them aggregated to achieve better impact-resistant films. For $\gamma = 90°$, where fibrils align perpendicularly in the thickness direction, the adjacent layers have minimal crack bridging or twisting effects since fibrils in adjacent layers only interact through weak inter-fibril adhesions along the crack opening direction, as shown in Figure 16 (b). By visualizing the simulation trajectory, we only observe significant fibril sliding in the top two layers while localized penetration in other layers. Moreover, we find that the cracks stop propagating in twisted paths, and instead, they grow in vertically straight paths [166, 176]. Therefore, minimal interlayer crack bridging, less fibril sliding, and the lack of crack twisting mechanism collectively lead to the limited energy dissipation capability of the $\gamma = 90°$ cases.
FIGURE 16: Illustrated crack paths. (a) The illustrated crack path for \( \gamma = 0^\circ \) film, where discontinuous sites are at the same location for adjacent layers, leading to little resisted crack opening through the thickness. (b) The illustrated crack path for \( \gamma = 90^\circ \) film, where the interlayer crack bridging only comes from weak inter-fibril adhesions along the crack opening direction.

Conversely, we find that NFC films with \( \gamma \) ranging from 18° to 72° utilize a combination of fibril sliding, crack bridging, and crack twisting to enhance their energy dissipation. With increasing \( \gamma \) in this range, we also notice a competition between fibril sliding and crack twisting mechanisms. Specifically, as fibril sliding becomes more significant in a specific layer, more energy is dissipated through this intralayer mechanism. At the same time, through-thickness twisted cracks become less likely to happen, leading to a reduction of energy dissipation in the thickness direction. When \( \gamma = 30^\circ \), we see the largest fibril sliding magnitude across the layers (shown in Figure 14(c)), and in the meantime, significant crack twisting is observed across the layers. Therefore, we postulate that the optimal performance in \( \gamma = 30^\circ \) is attributed to the fact that it has the most effective combination of fibril sliding, crack bridging, and crack twisting mechanisms.
CHAPTER SIX

SUMMARY

NFC is a promising bio-derived building block to construct impact-resistant films with bioinspired structures. Our study demonstrates that using discontinuous cellulose nanofibrils and adopting specific DFB architecture for the NFC film can outperform the continuously long fibrils in terms of impact resistance against projectile impact.

6.1 Contributions

The specific requirements for the DFB architecture found in this study include achieving critical $L$ and adopting certain configurations that minimize the discontinuous sites (defects) within the impact site as well as applying an optimal $\gamma$. We find that the Offset configuration is generally superior to other configurations considered in this study, and the critical $L$ is 750 nm, which is correlated with the size of developed impact propagation zone upon the projectile impact. With $L$ larger than 750 nm, the $V_{50}/\rho$ and $\Delta E_k/\rho$ values start to saturate. We also find that among all the $\gamma$ considered, $\gamma = 30^\circ$ usually gives rise to the highest $V_{50}/\rho$ and $\Delta E_k/\rho$. By looking into the deformation mechanisms under the projectile impact, we find that the specific DFB architectures utilize a combination of fibril sliding, crack bridging, and crack twisting to enhance their energy dissipation. Also, there seems to exist internal competition between different mechanisms, particularly between fibril sliding and crack twisting. The optimal architectures identified in this study ($L \geq 750 \text{ nm}$ and $\gamma = 30^\circ$) are found to possess the best combination of different mechanisms as shown in Figure 17.
FIGURE 17: Optimized structure for improved impact resistance of Bouligand microstructures with integrated defects.

Overall, we believe our study demonstrates the improved ballistic impact resistance of NFC films with hybrid DFB architecture and unravels the underlying mechanisms. The insights from this study have the potential to guide the future design of protective films made of nanofibrils.

6.2 Future Work

Following this study, we have identified additional work that needs to be done to achieve a comprehensive understanding of the structure-property relationship of NFC films with DFB architecture. First, more simulations with varying projectile sizes and shapes are needed to fully understand how the critical $L$ is correlated with the projectile
size and other geometrical factors. We note that theoretical relationships used in our previous studies can be utilized to unravel such size dependences [142, 144, 174]. Second, additional configurations, such as Offset in the thickness direction and Random in both IP and TT, can be considered to see if they offer even better impact resistance against projectile impact. Lastly, it would be interesting to examine other mechanical properties, such as toughness and flexibility, and check whether DFB architecture shows any advantages in improving these properties.
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